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The Gulf Coast of Mexico has long been recognized 
as one of the major geographical and cultural reg
ions within the Mesoamerican culture area. The 

cultures of the lowland regions of Veracruz and adjoin
ing states have been divided into ethnic groups and 
areas on the basis of diverse criteria, many dicidedly 
non-anthropoligical. 

Nineteenth and early twentieth century travellers 
and investigators accepted the historical assumption, 
based on a partial reading of the sixteenth century 
sources and/or brief ethnographic observations that 
most of the coastal regions were ethnically and cultur
ally Totonac. 1 This was only modified beginning in the 
thirties with explorations in southern Veracruz which 
lead to the recognition of Olmec culture and the exis
tence of a Formative horizon (Stirling 1941; Drucker 
1943a, 1943b; Weiant 1943). Slightly later the first 
lengthy sequence for the coast resulted from explora
tions at Panuco (Ekholm 1944; MacNeish 1954) and was 
attributed culturally to the Huastecs. 

At about the same time (1931) Krueber made the 
first attempt to integrate cultural and environmental 
data for the Gulf Coast. He suggested a two fold division 
near Punta Bernal and indicated the possibility of a third 
sub-area for the Huastecs (1953: 116) . 2 As a result of 
these developments the coast was divided into three 
sub-culture areas represented by the Olmecs, Totonacs, 

and Huastecs with boundaries placed at the Papoloapan 
and Cozones Rivers (Melgarejo Vivanco, 1949; Medellin 
1960). 3 New archaeological evidence, coupled with a 
re-interpretation of older data and ecological observa
tions suggest that the tripartite division, still in use 
today, is no longer useful or accurate. 

First , a few observations should be made concern
ing previous definitions of Gulf Coast cultural areas . 
Many imply or state cultural fixity through time, an 
assumption incompatable with anthropological evi
dence. Cultures are not static structurally or geographi
cally today and are still less likely to have been in the 
past. Some definitions invoke rivers as boundaries. 
Such features are not viable limits for prehistoric ag
riculturists with a sub-state social organization. Agricul
turists, and even Archaic hunters-gatherers , are far 
more likely to expand to the limits of contiguous exploit
able resources, which can be minimally defined in terms 
of drainages. Fixed boundries require permanent com
plex social institutions, as can be found in states, to 
enforce their maintenance. There is certainly no evi
dence of local state organization in the Veracruz low
lands prior to the Late Classic Period and even then it 
was not necessarily common throughout the entire re
gion. Cultural areas, then should not be viewed as static 
entities and boundaries must be viewed as consistent 
with institutional integration. 

'Examples include Ruiz (1785), Von Humbolt (18Il), Nebel (1836), Strebel (1885-9) , Fewkes (1907), Batres (1908), Paso y 
Troncoso (1912). Blom and La Farge (1926-7), Krickeberg (1918-25) , and Spin den (1933). 

2Wissler, at a still earlier date (1917), and on somewhat different grounds. had associated northern Veracruz with the adjoining 
highlands and southern Veracruz with Oaxaca (1950: 264, 286-7). 

3Variations of this division also occur (Covarrubias 1957; Garcia Payon; 1971). Frequently northern and southern boundaries 
are not stated or are left at the Veracruz political borders. 

4Starting in 1968 the cultural ecology of the lower Tecolutla drainage has been examined primarily through archaeological and 
ethno-historical data (Wilkerson 1973, in press , n.d.) . The initial research 0969-1971) was sponsored by the Foreign Area 
Fellowship Program and the National Science Foundation (GS-2620). Subsequent research, including zoological , geological , 
and paleontological aspects, were sponsored by the National Geographic Society (Wilkerson in press). 
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The stimulus for this re-evaluation of cultural sub
areas comes from the investigation of culture contact 
and chronology in North-central Veracruz. 4 

Throughout the long sequence many distinctions 
are apparent between the northern and southern por
tions of Central Veracruz. These features are of such a 
magnitude as to suggest separate cultural subareas 
since at least the beginning of the Middle Formative 
Period. Not only are the more conservative domestic 
ceramics largely distinct but also most figurines, sculp
ture, architecture, and elaborate ceramics indicate dif
ferences of concept and execution. Similarities do occur 
but are generally manifest in variation indicating the 
dynamicism of the local culture. 5 

What is the extent of North-Central Veracruz? The 
exact perimeters will have to be verified, but some sug
gestions can be made. The northern boundary is cer
tainly not the Cazones River, which appears in many 
interpretations. A survey collection from the Tuxpan 
drainage (American Museum of Natural History), par
tially reported in Ekholm (1953), clearly indicates that 
artifact types found stratigraphically at Santa Luisa 
occur widely in the Tuxpan-Alamos region. The north
ern boundary will have to be north of those points. 

The southern boundary must include at least the 
Nautla drainage, on the basis of the artifacts present 
there. 6 The western limit is the most likely to fluctuate 
through time. By the later portion of the Classic Period it 
definitely encompassed Y ohualinchan (± 1000m) and 
perhaps Xiutetelco (2100 m) and Napatecuhtlan (2400 
m). The last two sites are at the edge of the central 
Plateau and are not likely to have been permanently 
within the essentially lowland oriented cultural 
subarea. 7 

The features which closely bound all of the above 
mentioned drainages and sites are a series of connected 
mountain chains: the Sierra Baja or Sierra Chiconquiaco 
on the south, the Sierra Otontepec on the north and the 

Sierra de Puebla or Sierra Madre Oriental on the west 
(fig. 1). 

The Sierra Chiconquiaco is very abrupt and ex
tends eastward to the Gulf of Mexico attaining heights 
up to 2400 meters. It literally abuts the Gulf in the Punta 
del Morro- Villa Rica region reducing the coastal plain to 
sharp slopes. 

The Sierra Otontepec is also rugged but is less of an 
overall barrier. Although it reaches a thousand meters in 
altitudes it varies considerably in height. Most portions 
are in excess of four hundred meters but some outliers 
only exceed two hundred meters. The chain extends 
eastward from the Sierra Madre Oriental, in the vicinity 
of Chicontepec, toward the southern part of the Laguna 
de Tomiahua. Significantly, it separates the Tuxpan 
drainage from the greater Panuco drainage. 

The Sierra Madre Oriental attains heights in excess 
of 3000 meters. Most known sites exhibiting cultural 
attributes typical of North-Central Veracruz are to be 
found below the 1600 meter contour line. However, fluc
tuation in the upper Nautla and Tecolutla drainages, 
particularly during the Classic Period is quite likely, and 
occurs when Tajin culture has obtained greater institu
tional centralization. 8 

The Post Classic and Early Colonial Periods (EI 
Cristo, Cabezos, Tapia phases) in North-Central Vera
cruz are instructive in considering cultural boundaries. 
Even then, when simple (militaristic?) states are prob
able there does not appear to be sharp cultural limits; 
rather there is intrusion manifest in fortified refuge sites 
such as Cerro Blanco (Wilkerson in press) and depopula
tion of fertile river terraces (Wilkerson 1973). Also in
stitutional pressure gives rise to cultural resurgence, 
such as revival of old artifact norms (particularly in 
ceramic forms). 9 Also occurring are interspersed set
tlement patterns resulting in shared resources and pos
sibly shared material culture. 10 Rivers are not utilized 
as fixed boundaries, and complex states, as in the Cen-

5Even such shared sculptured traditions as yokes appear to have some motif distinctions which are specific to each of the two 
cultural subareas. Anthropomorphic motifs with apraised hands and human figures on the ends may be restricted to 
North-Central Veracruz and dual-headed serpent motifs may be typical of South-Central Veracruz during the Classic Period. 

6 A brief viewing of some of the ceramics from La Higueras, under excavation by the Instituto de Antropologia in Jalapa, suggest 
that the area may also include the smaller drainages of the Misantla, Colipa, and Juchique. Certainly the presence of sites such 
as Paxil and Aparicio, which have sculptural similarities with El Tajin, also suggest their inclusion, at least by late in the Classic 
Period. 
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7Tajin cultural influence in the eastern highlands can be seen in the stone sculpture of Cholula and in clay artifacts of the Nuine 
style in northern Oaxaca. 

8The sites of the Tecolutla drainage, associated with Tajin culture (such as Tajin and Santa Luisa) increase in size in the Late 
Classic (La Isla A and B phases). Building activity as well as concentrated population size appear to augment considerably. At 
Santa Luisa demographic pressures on the river terraces (and nutritional stress?) forced agricultural exploitation (possible 
terracing) of the largely unproductive clay/sandstone hills adjoining the site (Wilkerson in press). Survey of other Late Classic 
sites in North-Central Veracruz suggest similar centralization. Some ceremonialism involved direct contact with the highlands 
as the sculptures of the South Ball Court at El Tajan clearly show maquey plants in flower. 

9Along the northern limit of South-Central Veracruz the considerable proliferation of "degenerate" smiling face figurines 
implies a stress and response not inconsistant with a natinistic moveme nt (Wilkerson m.s.). 

lOThe rather clear early Colonial evidence for innerspersed settlement pattern, (Huastec-Tatonac) has been discussed in 
Wilkerson (1973, in press, n.d .). Due to subsequent depopulation as a result of epidemics and colonial administration this 
pattern largely disappeared. In much of North-Central Veracruz Totonaes moved into the demographic void in the late 16th and 
early 17th centuries. A similar modern ethnographic innerspersement pattern can be found in the Tuxpan drainage (Huastec
Otomi-Tepehua-Totomoc-N ahua). 



tral Plateau do not exist. 11 

What is the extent of South-Central Veracruz? 
Most investigations have concentrated on the lowland 
portions between the Papaloapan and Actopan Rivers. 
The northern boundary is the same Sierra Baja or Sierra 
Chiconquiaco while the western boundary lies some
where in the Sierra Madre Oriental. 1.2 The northwestern 
portion has an almost continuous chain of peaks (Cofre 
de Perote-Pi co de Orizaba) in excess of 3200 meters 
which made an effective barrier. The southwestern por
tion (Sierra de Oaxaca) rarely exceeds 3000 meters. The 
Tehuacan Valley above 800 meters, although part of the 
Papaloapan drainage, is not likely to be culturally a part 
of South-Central Veracruz, not at least during the Clas
sic and Postclassic Periods when it is tied culturally 
more to the Central Plateau and Valley of Oaxaca. 13 

The southern boundary is conjectural, but based on 
the material culture at Tres Zapotes and elsewhere the 
San Juan and Tesechoacan drainages should be in
cluded in the area. Also, the raised area of Las Tuxtlas 
west of the Cerro San Martin would appear to fall within 
the same area. On the basis of this extremely tentative 
interpretation the southern boundary would run from 
the Cerro San Martin (1600 meters) through swamps 
separating the San Juan from the slightly higher ground 
near the Coatacoalcos. Of all the boundaries discussed 
so far this is the most unsatisfactory. However, in an 
extremely low area a premium would be placed on high 
ground for habitation, especially river terraces, and 
swamps, although exploited for food, would constitute 
demographic voids. 

Flanking South-Central Veracruz on the east is the 
Southern Veracruz-Tabasco area. Its precise dimen
sions are for the most part conjectural. At the minimum 
it includes the Coatzacoalcos and Tonala drainages. The 
western boundary may lie in the swamp area west of the 

latter river and the southern limit near the 800 meter 
contour line of the Sierra de Chiapas. 

Moving eastward along the coast is the Northwest
ern Maya area. Its Classic boundaries are also some
what uncertain and probably labile. During the Classic 
its major site was Palenque and it represented the wes
ternmost extent of true Classic Maya culture. It is essen
tially the lower Usumacinta drainage but the boundary 
appears to run from the swamps around the Laguna del 
Carmen and Laguna Machona through the low area 
between the Zanapa and Mezcalapa rivers . The western 
boundary should be the high and more arid gound just to 
the west of the Laguna de Terminos, roughly on a line 
between Escarcega and Sabancuy. The southern boun
dary is in the Sierra de Chiapas, perhaps around the four 
hundred meter line, and then back from the low area of 
higher rainfall around the Laguna de Terminos. 

Bordering North-Central Veracruz on the north is 
the North Gulf area which has relatively clear borders. It 
is basically the combined lower drainages of the Panuco 
and Tamesi Rivers, covering portions of Tamaulipas , 
San Luis Potosi, Queretaro, Hidalgo, and Veracruz. Its 
southern limit is the Sierra Otontepec while to the west 
is the Sierra Madre Oriental and to the north the Sierra 
de Tamaulipas (1000 meters). The western border of 
this, like North-Central Veracruz , should appear to be 
near the 1600 meter contour line in the Late Classic. 14 

On the basis of variable archaeological evidence 
and topographic features, four subareas have been 
postulated for the Eastern Gulf Coast of Mesoamerica . 
These areas appear to have distinct origins going back at 
least through the Late Formative. What about earlier 
time periods? 

The evidence prior to the Middle Formative is 
scanty. The Early Formative Period in North-Central 
Veracruz is only represented by the non-abundant Ojite 

11 The very late Postclassic along the Gulf Coast seems to be characterized by confederations, as in the Zempoala and Sierra de 
Puebla areas and outposts of the highland tribute states (as at : Cotuxtla, Nautla, Tuxpan). The pictorial arrangements of both 
the Liem:os de Tuxpan (Melgaryo 1970) and the Cordice de Chiconquiaco (1542) (and possibly the Reiacion Geografica de 
Papantla, Carrion 1%5) illustrate that the local late Postclassic and Early Colonial indiginous societies centered on drainages 
~ather than use rivers as boundaries. 

12The frequently referred to " semi-arid" area (Medellin 1960), due to predominately northerly winds dropping rainfall on the 
north side of the Sierra Chiconquiaco in the late rainy season, is not an effective cultural barrier. Although, during the Late 
Formative there are some artifact distinctions, (Medellin 1960: Plano 3), especially figurines which characterize it, by the 
Classic Period it reflects the South Central area as a whole; note the widespread occurance of the "smiling face" figurines from 
Tres Zapates to Ranchito de las Animas. The earlier Trapiche materials (Garcia Payon 1965) also indicate that this northern 
portion of the subarea is not sufficiently distinct to form a totally separate unit. 

13South-Central Veracruz is unlikely to have surpassed the level of a chiefdom in social intergration throughout most, if not all 
of the Classic Period. The lack of cohesive widespread institutions is illustrated by the diversity of cult artifacts, particularly 
figurines (Wilkerson m.s.). The great variation (especially clay artifacts) and irregular distribution (stone artifacts for example) 
of material culture, as well as the seeming lack of concentrated sites and population, suggest small or loosely knit political 
units . There is, for instance, no dominating classic culture such as Tajin culture in North-Central Veracruz. 
14The site of Buena Vista, reported by Du. Solier (et ai . , 1947), and most of the site examined by Troike, et al. (1972) fall in the 
800-1000 meter range. This parallels, the highland extension of North Central Veracruz, and probably dates to the Late Classi~ 
and Early Post Classic (Zaquil and Los Flores phases). However, artifacts associated with the San Joaquin mining (obsidian) 
area (Consejo Nacional de Recursos no Renouables 1970) in the 1600-2000 meter range suggest an extension or heavy influence 
in eastern Queretaro. Trace element analysis of obsidian artifacts from North Central Veracruz (Wilkerson 1973) indicates not 
only a heavy reliance on resources in Queretaro but also an Archaic time depth . Nonetheless, the dry steppe climate (Koppen 
BS) and artifact distinctions (Troike 1972: 80) may indicate a regional variant, within the greater cultural subarea, for the Late 
Classic-Early Postclassic in the extreme west of the area. 
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Phase, which seemingly falls at the very end of the 
period. However, the limited evidence tends to indicate 
considerable (if not complete) similarity with artifact 
types of the North Gulf area, especially the Ponce Phase 
at Panuco. It would appear probable that these two 
areas formed a single cultural subarea at that time (fig. 
3). By the Middle Formative, however, North-Central 
Veracruz was a separate subarea (fig. 2) with distinctive 
material culture. 

South-Central Veracruz and Southern Veracruz
Tabasco may also have a similar relationship during the 
Early Formative. The proposed Olmec "Climax Area" 
includes most of both areas; this cultural unity may have 
persisted well into the Middle Formative. Conceivably 
there was a single subarea from the beginning ofOlmec 
expansion (San Lorenzo A Phase?) until the disintegra
tion of Olmec pre-eminence in the Middle Formative. 
However, if the Olmecs are intrusive onto the coast from 
the Pacific watershed, as has been suggested (M. Coe 
1970), then it is unlikely that the northern portion of 
South-Central Veracruz was Olmec, or Olmec domi
nated, until after there had been a period of develop
ment in Southern Veracruz-Tabasco. 15 Nevertheless, 
by the Late Formative South-Central Veracruz man
ifests distinctive material culture suggesting its relative 
cultural autonomy. 

The earliest cultural evidence, which belongs to the 
Archaic Period, can not yet be discussed in such precise 
terms. However, some implications can be presented. 
The Polo Hueco Phase; in North-Central Veracruz indi
cates the presence, in surprising numbers, of Archaic 
hunters-gatherers who simultaneously exploited various 
contiguous ecological zones. The tool assemblage is 
quite distinct from those of the Abasolo Tradition in the 
Sierra de Tamaulipas to the north and somewhat distinct 
from those of the Tehuacan Tradition to the west in the 
Highlands. Although the data is now inconclusive, there 
is a definite possibility of an eastern cultural subarea in 
the lowlands as early as Archiac times, perhaps predat
ing the larger Mesoamerican cultural areas as a whole 
(fig. 4). 

All of the cultural subareas, exclusive of the still 
undefined Archaic area, constitute geological and 
ecological units. All are located in the coastal plain and 
the foothills east of the Sierra Madre Oriental, with 

occasional extentions onto the Central Plateau. The 
North Gulf Coast is essentially the Tampico embay
ment. 16 This area represents the northernmost extent of 
the tropical wet and dry climate (aw' Koppen classifica
tion) which is found throughout the Gulf Coast. 

North-Central Veracruz is a smaller embayment 
north of the Sierra Chiconquiaco while South-Central 
Veracruz is the largest Papoloapan embayment stretch
ing to the volcanic uplift of Los Tuxtlas. Southern 
Veracruz- Western Tabasco (South Gulf) is essentially 
the merging of the Isthmian and Coastal Plain bordered 
by swamps of drowned drainage and Sierra de Chiapas. 

Rainfall increases from north to south varying from 
900 to 3000 mm annually (fig. 5). Soil types are also 
largely distinct in each of the areas (fig. 5). Vegetation is 
quite variable and may, as in the case of the North Gulf 
Coast (Sanders 1971: 544) be altered from the original 
tropical forest to savannah, due to colonial and modern 
modifications. 17 

Ethnicity has been treated elsewhere (Wilkerson 
1973, n.d.) and can only be mentioned briefly here. Both 
archaeological and ethnohistorical evidence indicate the 
presence of the Huastecs in the North Gulf area since 
the Early Formative (Ekholm, 1944, MacNeish 1953). 
North-Central Veracruz (and Tajin culture) also appears 
to be Huastec until at least the end of the Late Classic 
Period. In the Postclassic various highland oriented 
groups are present , ending in the latter part of the period 
with the Totonacs innerspersed with the Huastecs in the 
southern part of the area and largely under Aztec politi
cal (and economic) dominance. 

The relatively late arrival of the Totonacs on the 
coast also carried them into the Sierra Chiconquiaco and 
into the northern, drier portion of the South-Central 
area; further south Nahuatl and other non-Mayan 
speakers had also moved into the area. Due to the routes 
from the Central Plateau to the southeast it seems likely 
that the disruptive migrations typical of the Postclassic 
in the areas to the north probably began earlier here 
during the Classic Period. Prior to and perhaps during 
much of these migrations, the area may have been oc
cupied by the Mayan speakers intermediate between 
what Swadesh (1961: 235) calls the "inik" and "winik" 
divisions. The Huastec-Mayan separations would have 
been initiated by the Olmec movement into Southern 

15This is suggested by a number of factors including the sculpture of El Viejon which has been labeled "Colonial Olmec" (M. 
Coe 1965: 742; Bernal 1969: 149-50) and has been dated more in accord with the predominately Middle Formative site of La 
Venta rather than the earlier San Lorenzo. Viejon has a location astride the only sea level route between South-Central and 
North-Central Veracruz. Such a position on a potential trade route suggests a similarity with the pattern of strategic trade 
locations proposed by Grove (1967, 1968) for highland Morelos at approximately the same time. 
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16The most appropriate nomeclature for the cultural subareas is open to question andis largely arbitrary. The labels used in this 
discussion are modifications of the area titles found in the existing literature. More exact might be the area of geological terms 
Tampico Enbayment, Papoloapan Enbayment, etc. but use of geographical-political terms is firmly fixed in the Mesoamerican 
literature. 

17Beginning on the North Gulf and North-Central areas, cattle raising has utilized savannah and prompted the clearing of 
forest, and even mangrove stands, since the sixteenth century. Plantation agriculture, beginning with sugar cane in the early 
sixteenth century, in the South-Central area, and proliferating for the international and national fruit markets in the twentieth 
century (primarily in North-Central to Southern areas), has modified considerably the river terraces and allu vial plains. 
Increased population density, soil depletion, and land tenure have all lead to a break down in the swidden agricultural pattern 
and a decrease in the originally predominate jungle cover. 



Veracruz and subsequent dominance of the South
Central area. 18 It would have been completed by the 
migratory disruptions, and perhaps absorption, during 
the Classic Period in the two areas. 

In summation, we can derive a series of conclusions 
concerning cultural subareas of the Gulf Coast by ex
amining the archaeological and ecological evidence now 
available: 

1. There are four natural geologic and climatic re
gions along the Gulf Coast which constitute relatively 
distinct ecological units; the North Gulf Coast, North
Central Veracruz, South-Central Veracruz , and South
ern. Veracruz-Western Tabasc~. 

2. These areas, consisting of one major and several 
small river drainages, or several medium drainages, are 
usually bounded by mountain chains , or uplifts, in ex
cess of 400 meters and frequently over 1000 meters in 
height. The southernmost area, however, is bounded by 
swamps with little high ground !Jseful for habitational 
purposes. 

3. Archaeological evidence suggests that these four 
areas were distinct culturally from the late Formative 
through the Postclassic Period, but were not static en
tities. The western boundaries, particularly varied dur-

ing the Classic Period, reaching up to near 2400 meters 
altitude on the Plateau in the case of North-Central 
Veracruz. The Postclassic parameters may have been 
still more erratic but evidence requires further examina
tion. 

4. During the Early Formative Period there were 
two ('ultural areas separated by the Sierra Chicon
quiaco. By the Middle Formative North-Central Vera
cruz became a separate entity. 

5. Inferences from the Archaic Period data in 
North-Central Veracruz indicate a possible lowland cul
tural area. Its limits are largely indefinite but do not 
reach the Sierra de Tamaulipas on the north of the 
Central Plateau to the west. 

6. Evidence pertaining to ethnicity indicate that the 
Huastecs inhabited both of the northern areas from the 
Early Formative Period. Other ethnic groups, including 
the Totonacs, appear to have moved, and in some cases 
through these areas in the Postclassic and very late in 
the Classic. South Central Veracruz and Southern 
Veracruz-Western Tabasco are postulated to have been 
occupied by intermediate Mayo-Huastec speakers who 
are first dominated by the Olmec and then culturally 
disrupted and perhaps absorbed by highland-lowland 
migrations during the Classic Period. 

18Ifthe Olmecs separated the Maya, or Proto-Maya speakers of the Gulf Coast this does not have to be interpreted as signifying 
the Olmecs spoke an entirely different language. Conceivably their language, or dialect, was related but sufficiently distinct to 
interrupt, in conjunction with their then novel social attributes and practices, communication between the Mayan groups 
northwest and east of them. By the time Olmec culture broke down, or was destroyed, these separated Mayan speakers had 
developed their own diagnostic cultural attributes, albeit heavily influenced by Olmec concepts, and their own separate 
languages. 
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Period 

Early 
Formative 

Middle 
Formative 

Late 
Formative 

Classic 

Post-
Classic 

Area Temperature Rainfall Soils 

\[in. 
Annual 

\\ax. Annual \\ax. \\ean :\lin. 
'.lean 

North 51 0 Calcimorphic IRendzinal 
Gulf 31.5' 15.9* 25 2.500 900 1000 PodlOli(' 

"Iorth- ·B.6 09 Central 32.3' 16.2' 24 2300 1200 1400 PudlOlic 
Gulf 
South- -
Central .36.1 16.6 26 2000 900 1800 Lateritic 
Gulf 

South 
Gulf 3.5.4 17.0 26 3000 2000 2.500 Calcimorphic IRendzinal 

+ Data abstracted from Instituto de Ciencias 119631. Seretaria de Recurs,lS Hidraulicos 11%11 and 
Stevens 119651. 

'\lonthly Mean 

Fig. 5. Climatic and Soil Variation + 

Fig. 6. Tentative Distribution of Miscellaneous Material Culture Tracts* 

Material Aspect Cultural Subarea 

Structural North 
North- South- South 
Central Central 

earth fill mounds with no apparent covering X 
stone water drains X 

plaza floors of colored sand basalt columns X 
plaza walls multi-sided asymetrical mounds X 
elaborate fired clay hearths with outflaring 
sides X 

completely round temple platforms X 
fired clay plaza floors X X ? 
stone aggregate cement ? 

asphalt on earth mound fill X X 
"flying" cornice X X 
rectangular temple platforms with round 
edges X X 
vertical walled ball courts X 
niches in "tableros" X 
asymmetric temple isolating platforms X 
stone xical coliqui motif (niche and wall) X 
non-supported flat vaulted cement roofs X 
corbeled arch X 
platform and mound tunnels X 
mosaic-like facade X 
two-story palace structures X 
Columnade screen (for temple stairways) X 
partially megalithic temple platforms ? 
sherd cement aggregate X 

Walled temple precincts ? X 
decorative stone/cement merlons on temple 
platforms X X 
fortified mountain sites ? X X 
walled (non-mountain) sites X 
unfired anthropomorphic clay altars X 
irrigation/water transport system X 
miniature temple tombs X 

*This provisional listing is not inclusive. Items were selected to illustrate relationships and unique 
aspects of the various cultural subareas. Only a few ceramic types are included and no reference is 
made to ceramic forms. 
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Fig . 6. Continued 

Material Aspects Cultural Subareas 

Ceramics and General North- South-
South 

MAYA 
Utilitarian Artifacts North Central Central northwest 

Progreso White: Progreso Variety X X 
Santa Luisa Heavy Plain ? X 

Early Kaolin paste vessels X 
Formative "bicolor " ceramics X X 

"baby face" figurines X 

scalloped-edged cap figurines X X 
filleted rod figurines X X 

Middle filleted angular head figurines X X 

Formative 
Progreso White: Chila Variety X X 
"baby face" figurines ? X X 
punctate eye figurines X X X X 

shallow elliptical eye figurines X X 
discoidal shell beads X X 

Late coffee-bean eye figurines X X ? 

Formative monkey figurines X X 
Remojados figurines X 
Aleman Black ceramics X X 
Aqua Dulce Black ceramics X X ? 

hair-like ear pendants (on figurines) X X 
cylindrical manos X X ? 
Panuco B figurines X X 
Panuco A figurines X 
portrait figurines X X 
Panuco C figurines X 
high filleted or incised headdresse~ (fig.) X X X 
oblong, plano-convex metates X X 
long, triangular shell pectorials X X ? 

Classic teardrop ear pendants X X 
"San Jose Actenco" figurines X 
Nopiloa figurines X 
"Smiling face" figurines X 
"Mayanoid" figurines X ? 
Lirios figurines X 
Jonuta figurines ? 
Tajin utility ceramics X X X 
wheeled animal figurines ? 
sperical grooved stone/clay line sinkers X X 

wheeled animal figures X ? X 
unfired anthropomorphic clay altars X 
monumental fired clay figures X 

Post- cresentric headdresses X X 

Classic Las Flores Black-on-Red X 
Tabuco Black-on-Red X 
Tres Picos ceramics X X 
Isla de Sacrificios X X 
Russi Black-on-white X 
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Fig. 6. continued 

Material Aspect Cultural Subarea 

Non-ceramic Art and Ideographic North North- South- South MAYA 
Central Central northwest 

Early 
monumental stone seated figures X 
monumental stone altars X 

Formative glyphs X 

monumental stone seated figures X X 
"colossal heads" X X 
carved stelae X X 

Middle "bearded men" motif X X 
Formative ehecatcoxcatl motif (as glyph) X 

stone boxes ? X 
convex walled yokes ? 

mosiac pavements X 
glyphs X X 

carved stela X 
" cipactli" motif yokes ? X 

Late 
"classic Veracruz" style ? 

Formative 
closed yokes X 
long count dating X 
" olliu" glyph ? ? 
fresco decoration X X ? 

long count dating X X 
bar-dot representations (including ceramic) X X X X 
anthropomorphic (head ends, up-raised 
hands) yokes X X 
"serpent end" yokes X ? 

"cipactli" motif yokes X X X X ? 
high-peaked "hachas" X 
"hachas" X X X 
stucco sculpture X X 

Classic murals ? X ? X 
"Classic Veracruz" style (wood and stone 
artifacts) X X 
carved stelae X X ? X 
carved ball court tablets X ? 
carved stone altars and wall tablets X X 
composite pyrite ear plugs X ? 
B-4 dental mutilation 
Oliva shell tinklers X X ? 
jade bead in mouth of burials X X ? ? 

trophy heads X X X ? ? 

"Palmas" X X 
stucco sculpture X X 
large effigy - free standing stone sculpture X X 

Post- small copper bells X X X 
Classic A-lJA-2 dental mutilation X X X 

elaborately carved shell gorgets X 
very large copper bells X X 
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